The use of the osmole gap as a screening test for the presence of exogenous substances.
The rapid and accurate diagnosis of toxic alcohol poisoning due to methanol (methyl alcohol) [MeOH] and ethylene glycol (EG), is paramount in preventing serious adverse outcomes. The quantitative measurement of specific serum levels of these substances using gas chromatography is expensive, time consuming and generally only available at major tertiary-care facilities. Therefore, because these toxic substances are osmotically active and the measurement of serum osmolality is easily performed and more readily available, the presence of an osmole gap (OG) has been adopted as an alternative screening test. By definition, the OG is the difference between the measured serum osmolality determined using the freezing point depression (Osm(m)) and the calculated serum molarity (Mc), which is estimated from the known and readily measurable osmotically active substances in the serum, in particular sodium, urea, glucose, and potassium and ethanol (alcohol). Thus, the OG=Osm(m)-Mc, and an OG above a specific threshold (the threshold of positivity) suggests the presence of unmeasured osmotically active substances, which could be indicative of a toxic exposure. The objectives of this study were to review the principles of evaluating screening tests, the theory behind the OG as a screening test and the literature upon which the adoption of the OG as a screening test has been based. This review revealed that there have been numerous equations derived and proposed for the estimation of the Mc, with the objective of developing empirical evidence of the best equation for the determination of the OG and ultimately the utility of OG as a screening test. However, the methods and statistical analysis employed have generally been inconsistent with recommended guidelines for screening test evaluation and although many equations have been derived, they have not been appropriately validated. Specific evidence of the clinical utility of the OG requires that a threshold of positivity be definitively established, and the sensitivity and specificity of the OG in patients exposed to either EG or MeOH be measured. However, the majority of studies to date have only evaluated the relationship between the Osm(m) (mmol/kg H2O) and the Mc (mmol/L) in patients that have not been exposed to either MeOH or EG. While some studies have evaluated the relationship between the OG and serum ethanol concentration, these findings cannot be extrapolated to the use of the OG to screen for toxic alcohol exposure. This review shows that there has not been an appropriately designed empirical evaluation of the diagnostic utility of the OG and that its clinical utility remains hypothetical, having been theoretically extrapolated from the non-poisoned population.